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PREFACE 
Development of the supersonic transport aircraft has 
created wide concern for the overpressures that the gener-
ated sonic boom will cause on structural elements. The 
elements that are most likely to be damaged and that occur 
in abundance are glass windows. Extensive research has 
been conducted on the response of panels in the past, but 
little work has been directed toward the transient response 
of panels and applying the results for the understanding of 
panel response to sonic booms. 
The dynamic response of structural members such as 
large glass windows and flexible ceilings, is a difficult 
problem:, due to the acoustical interaction that results 
from a sonic boom pressure wave. This study is to further 
the understanding of panel and panel cavity coupled transient 
oscillations to sonic boom type inputs. This area will 
become increasingly important as sonic boom flights become 
more frequent in this country. 
I wish to express my gratitude to the National Science 
Foundation for the traineeship that enabled sufficient funds· 
to undertake the study. 
I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. R. L. Lowery, 
who served as my adviser throughout the years of my graduate 
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work.. 1ro his great facility for physical ana.lysi.s and his 
professional competence, I hold the highest regardo I want 
to acknowledg;e the helpful assistance of Dr. Peter Dransfield 
for his guidance and patience during edi.ting of the thesis. 
Drs., E. Lo Harrisberger and D. L. Weeks are thanked for 
their work on the advisory committee. Mr. N. N. Reddy is 
thanked for his assistance in the study. 
I wish to thank my parents for their encouragement 
through the years of my pursuit of-a higher education. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC'rION 
Definition of the Problem 
Sonic boom test conducted in Oklahoma City in 1964 gave 
indications that various building enclosures can behave in 
the manner of a Helmholtz resonator. The question arises as 
to what effect the pressure oscillations inside th~ structure 
have on the flexible panels contained in the enclosure. 
The residual cavity pressure oscillations during sonic booms 
create secondary driving forces and can adversely affect 
structural elements such as windows and flexible ceilings. 
The transient response of a panel coupled to a Helmholtz 
resonator subjected to a N-wave pulse analogizes this problem, 
which will often be encountered in future response studies 
of building enclosures. The coupled system is shown in 
Figure 1 and the idealized N-wave representing the sonic 
boom is shown in Figure 2 .. The system is a coupled dis-
tributed system, in which the panel response is affected by 
the parameters of the cavity. 
The problem, therefore, is to investigate the response 
· of the panel when the resonator is subjected to a transient 
N-wave, and to develop methods for predicting the panel 
1 
Input 
Pressure 
.. 
Neck 
Opening 
Cavity 
Volume 
Simply 
Supported 
Panel 
Figure 1o Panel Coupled to Helmholtz 
Resonator 
Figure 2. Transient Pressure 
Pulse 
2 
response. 
Purpose and Scope of the Study 
Incidents occurring in the area of structural response 
to transient inputs such as sonic booms, indicate that 
portions of the structures, such as ceilings, windows and 
walls may achieve amplitudes of sufficient magnitude to 
cause destruction. 
A portion of a news article which appeared in the 
Washington c. H., Ohio, Journal Herald, June 10, 1966, 
reads as follows: 
A sonic boom thundered over the Washington 
c. H., Ohio, yesterday morning shattering windows 
and causing an estimated $30,000 damage. 
Wright-Patterson Air Force base officials said 
an F-IC Phantom jet fighter-bomber from the base 
was conducting tests in the area at the time. 
"The plane flew right over town, from northeast 
to southwest," said Patrolman Dennis Brown who was 
on duty in his cruiser. "There was a loud cracking 
noise - it cracked my eardrums - and then all these 
windows commenced popping out, 11 Brown said. 
Several residents compared it to a tornado. 
One woman said the concussion struck like a big 
suction cup. Another resident told of seeing a 
window screen pulled off by suction created by 
the boom. 
The boom broke 20 to 30 plate glass windows 
in downtown stores, toppled furniture in private 
homes, rattles dishes out of cabinets, bent metal 
doors and snapped loose ceiling material, residents 
reported. 
This incident involving the breaking of plate glass 
windows indicated that stress levels had been reached on 
the order of the ultimate strength of glass. A dis-
cussion taken from reference (1), states: 
3 
Aside from the obvious variation due to incon-
sistencies in the shape of the pressure wave, another 
unusual effect was observed in some of the displace-
ment recordingso On the records, corresponding to 
Flights 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of July 28, relatively high 
readings were taken for both the differential trans-
former and the strain gaugeo The fact that both 
readings were high suggests that the window actually 
was driven by some force to a .considerable amplitude 
and that the instruments were not in error. 
The strain and displacement traces show the 
window to be vibrating at a low frequency, about 
5 cpso This is unexpected since the natural frequency 
of the window was found to be on the order of 25 cps 
also checked with the calculated natural frequency. 
It can be seen in some of the recordings that 
the peak strain (and displacement) can occur after 
the pressure wave is past. The logical explanation 
for this is that a secondary driving function has 
been generated after the wave has passed. 
4 
In the first incident, an overflight caused extreme 
damage to a community and probably was a result of a human 
error in altitude and speed. The second incident originated 
in a controlled flight test in which various portions of 
the structure were instrumentated for obtaining response 
data. The two cases need to be related to understand the 
phenomena of the sonic boom effects on non-load carrying 
members, such as windows. The first case was probably 
one in which pressure caused by the sonic boom was of 
sufficient magnitude so that all large glass windows in 
the vicinity having a natural period nearly equal to the 
forcing period of the pressure wave 1 were driven to large 
stress amplitudeso The second incident could be one in 
which large amplitudes were achieved due to the panel-
cavity couplinge However, the window did not break because 
the natural frequency of the panel was well above the 
5 
resonant frequency of the cavity. 
Development of supersonic aircraft has created much 
concern for the probability of damage to residential dwellings 
and structural elements such as walls, windows and ceilings. 
In the near future, many structures throughout the country 
will experience at least one sonic boom shock wave daily. 
As a consequence, the sonic boom has generated interest 
in the study of transient panel oscillations and panel-
cavity coupled oscillations. 
The method for accomplishing the objective was to 
investigate both analytically and experimentally the transient 
response of: (a) a simply supported panel in a baffle and 
(b) a simply supported panel coupled to a Helmholtz resonator. 
The transient input to the resonator was achieved by the 
use of an electronic generated N-wave pulse driving a trans-
ducer. 
The analytical study consisted of a multi-mode analysis 
of the transient response of the simply supported panel in 
a baffle, and a lumped mathematical model investigation of 
the panel-cavity coupled transient oscillations. The effect 
of damping is included in both analysis. 
The experimental work required the design and the 
construction of a simply supported aluminum panel, a test 
resonator, and the development of adequate instrume~.tation 
for generating the transient pressure pulse. Input pressures, 
cavity response, and panel response were measured for N-wave 
transient pulse inputs~ Responses were correlated with 
6 
analytical predictions. 
One consequence of the experimental investigation was 
to verify that the lumped parameter, damped, two degree-of-
freedom system sufficed in predicting the transient response 
of the panel in the wall of the resonator~ 
An analysis was performed of an actual case of structur-
al damage that occurred during a superso:nic flight. A 
comparison of the results is given between a continuous 
system analysis and an idealization as a lumped parameter 
systemo 
Previous.Work 
Mathematical analysis of various plate configurations 
with various loading functions found in the technical 
l~terature are numerous. Most of the documented cases 
involve·deflection solutions to a statically applied load. 
Vibration analysis of plates were confined mainly to the 
area of steady state analysis. Very little emphasis has 
been placed on the investigation of transient panel response. 
Plate vibrations probably started with the published 
works of Lord Rayleigh (20), Timoshenko (28, 29) and Lamb 
(13)~ Timoshenko gives the solution for simply supported 
vibrating plate. Mixed boundary conditions of the plate -
i.e., when one or more of the sides are clamped, free, 
simply supported, etc; - are difficult to handle.· The 
Rayleigh-Ritz method (14) had been used to solve this type of 
problem. It is a numerical technique based on energy 
relationso 
Previous work on the transient vibration of plates was 
restricted mainly to the undamped case, and to cases for 
simple forcing input such as step functionso 
7 
Ungar (31) was probably the original investigator in 
the area of panel response to moving loadso He investigated 
the response of simply supported rectangular plates to 
sinusoidally·· oscillating shocks. Traveling shock waves 
parallel to the edges of the plate were used as inputs. 
The response was obtained by use of Lagrange's equations 
using generalized coordinateso Specialized expressions 
were obtained for moving pressure discontinuities, and 
results were applied in the area of response of panels on 
flight vehicleso 
Crocker (10), in a recent publication, investigated 
analytically the response of an undamped simply supported 
panel to sonic boom type inputs, with·normal and grazing 
incidence waveso He showed the traveling wave to be less 
severe than the normal incidence wave& The experimental 
work consisted of the strain response of a small panel 
·mounted in a tube in which an explosive charge was detonated 
to simulate the pressure pulseo 
Cheng (7) investigated the dynamic effects of sonic boom 
on beams and plateso A theoretical analysis for simply sup-
ported and clamped conditions was investigated for normal 
incidence pressure waveso The undamped case was treated 
and solution was obtained by the use of a trignometric 
seriesc Practical implications of sonic booms on building 
structures were discussed. 
Mase (16) investigated analytically the transient 
.response of a linear, viscoelastic panel for a uniform 
load step input. The plate was assumed to be of a Kelvin 
type material. The deflection expression was obtained by 
solving the equation of motion using operational calculus. 
Termwise inversion.of the resulting transform is very 
cumbersome to obtain the time response. 
Bowles and ·Sugarman (5) conducted an experimental 
investigation of static load tests on large rectangular 
glass panel~. The average failure stress for the glass 
was about 6000 psi. Rate of loading had an appreciable 
effect: failure strength increased as the rate of loading 
increased. 
The effect of coupling the panel to the resonator 
required an understanding of the Helmholtz resonator .. 
Helmholtz was the original investigator or the resonator. 
He investigated vowel sounds using the resonator for an 
amplification device. Rayleigh (20) and others (15, 23, 
25, 26, 27) conducted steady state response analysis on 
various configurations of resonators. Their investigations 
contributed greatly to the area of wave filterso 
Simpson (24) investigated the transient response of 
the Helmholtz resonator and showed the resonator to behave 
like a simple oscillator for large wave lengths of sound. 
Simpson verified the undamped idealized model results by 
8 
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measured cavity pressures. 
Pretlove (19) investigated coupled panel oscillations. 
A rectangular panel which covered one side of a rectangular 
enclosure was the situation that was considered. An 
analytical expression was derived for the free oscillations 
of the panel. The results are applicable only to a simple 
rectangular enclose backing the panel. 
Ostergren (17) investigated the time response of an 
undamped two degree-of-freedom system for step inputs. 
This was a specific application to cushioning and packaging 
of equipment. His results show that the ratio of the upper 
and lower mass is the significant influential parameter on 
the response to a step input. Other analysis have been 
performed for transient analysis for simple forcing 
functions. The introduction of damping in the system and 
a transient excitation as the N-wave increases the 
. . ' ·. . : 
difficulty in obtaining a solution. A general transient 
response analysis of the damped two degree-of-freedom 
system has not been performed. 
CHAPTER II 
THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A SIIVIPLY SUPPORTED 
PANEL TO AN-WAVE PRESSURE PULSE ARRIVING 
AT NORMAL INCIDENCE 
The analysis of the vibrating panel in a baffle has 
been performed by many acousticians (28 1 3). Steady state 
analysis, or the c.ondi tion in which a constant driving 
force at one frequency is. applied to the panel, has been 
the primary approach. Transient response analysis is not 
as straight forward as steady state analy·sis. The concept 
of mechanical impedance becomes extremely complicated in 
the transient case in which excitation can occur at more 
than one frequency. 
A transient or aperiodic input represents a pulse type 
condition in which a multi-frequency situation ,::;xis ts. 'rl1e 
frequency spectrum of a N-wave shaped pulse can be obtained 
easily by the method of the Fourier integral and a plot of 
the frequency versus the amplitude, will show that the 
frequency spectrum of the pulse is continuous. 
The presence of finite amplitudes of each :frequenc~y in 
the transient pulse, and the fact that a distributed syste.m 
such as the simply supported panel has natural frequencies 
above the fundamental causes concern in the transient 
·10 
11 
analysiso 
A distributive dynamic sys·i;em has associated with it 
normal m.odes which exhibit orthogonal properties o If the 
system is considered to be a linear structure and deflections 
are small enough for the theory of elasticity to hold, the 
dynamic response of the system can be analyzed in terms of 
its normal mode oscillationso A distributive system in the 
form of a simply supported panel with a transient N-wave 
arriving at normal incidence is il1ustrated in Figure 3,, 
po 
Direction of 
wave 
Figure 3o Simply Supported Plate with Transient 
Input Pressure Pulse 
If x and y represent a space coordinate defining a 
point on the structure, and z is the oscillatory displace-
12 
ment, the equation of motion for the system can be written 
as, 
00 • 
'mg+ cg+ D(i) = F(xjy,t) 
where 
m = mass of system, 
c = damping coefficient, 
F(x,y,t) = forcing function, 
and D(.g) = differential operator, 
for plates. 
The normal modes can be found from the equation, 
mz9 + D ( z ) = 0 • 
Assuming a solution of the form, 
where 
r, s = indexes representing mode numbers, 
~rs= mode function 
wrs = circular undamped frequency, 
and then by subs ti tu ting the expression ( 2-3) into ( 2="2) 
yields 
The mode function ~rs is orthogonal which indicates 
that no coupling exists between normal modes and the 
(2-1) 
(2-2) 
( 2-.3) 
rel nt ·i ,:.n v 
b a 
'J. j" 
0 0 
IJl <J? .,,..,.., 
J, ;:::, 
(x,y) il>uv (x,y) dx dy 
o r I- u 
I [) ;:. v 
b a 
. 2 J J m il?rs dx dy 
0 0 
r = u 
s - v 
is satisfied. 
'l3 
If vi.Gcous dampi.nc; is small, then cross coupli.ng between 
the modcu can be neglected, and the relation 
vvheru 
b a J Jc il>rs (x,y) il?uv (x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
0 
-
2 
r I u 
s Iv 
b 
{'. wrs s 
0 
a 
J 
0 
t = damping factor, 
') 
L. 
c1x dy-m qi I"' 
~'.) 
is satjDfied. 
r 
-
u 
s -- v 
The assumed solution of ( 2-1) takes the f o:crn 
(xoy,t) = "" "" ; r, r, 
r=·I l::3=-s1 
il>rs (::(.v) q (t) /J,J :rs 
where qrs is the generalized displacement. 
(2-6) 
Then the differential eqti.ation for the panel is given 
by substituting (2-7) into (2-1) resulting in the follovving 
expressioni 
CO C:O ( )oo C:O CD )" 
m E E ~rs x,y qrs + c E E ~rs (x,y qrs 
r=1 ·s=1 r=1 s=1 
co co 2 
+ m E E wrs ~rs (x,y) qrs = F(x,y,t) " 
r=1 S=1 
Multiplying each side by ~uv and integrating with 
respect to x and y, one obtainsi 
1 b a 
= ~ J J F(x,y,t) ~uv(x,y) dx dy , 
rs o o 
where Mrs is the generalized mass and is represented by 
The damping factor is defined as; 
and the generalized force is given by., 
b a 
= J J F(x,y,t) 'rs(x,y) dx dyo 
0 0 
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(2-8) 
(2-9) 
( 2-10) 
(2-1 ·1) 
(2-12) 
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Comparing the expression (2-9) with the well-known 
differential equation of a spring-mass system with viscous 
damping, one can observe the similarity that enables the 
multi-degree of freedom system to be analyzed. 
The expression for the damped single degree-of-freedom 
oscillator is, 
~ + 2>" .w.i + w2x = !.l!J.. 
"" 1 1 m 
(2-13) 
The solution of (2-12) where F(t) is a dirac filllction 1 
being a pulse of zero tj_me duration and infinite height, is 
given in almost any advanced text book on vibrations and 
takes the form, 
h(t) 
- .w.t 
e 1 1 
= ~., 2 
M. w./1 - >". l J.: ':,l 
wt • (2-14) 
By the use of Duamel' s integral sometimes known as 
the convolution integral, the expression (2-9) can be solved 
for any force time history :F' (x,y, t), knowing the solution 
for the system response given ·in (2-13)0 The convolution 
integral states, that knowing the impulsj_ve response h(t), 
the response to any arbitrary excitation f(t) is given by 
the convolution of f(t) and h(t). This is usually noted by 
t 
x(t) = h(t) * f(t) = J h(t - ~) f(~) d~. (2-15) 
~ is a dummy variable. 
The generalized displacement qrs(t), is given by the 
expression, 
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t b a 
qrs(t) = J J J Lrs('1i) hrs(t .... '1i)trs(x,y)dx dy d'},. (2-16) 
0 0 0 
The mode function ~rs for a simply supported panel is 
( ) S . rnx s· sny 9irs x,y = in -a:- in. b • (2-17) 
This mode function enables the boundary conditions, of de-
flection equal to zero at x=O, x=a, y=O, y=b, and the moments 
equal to ze+o at x=O, x=a, y=O, y=b, or mathematically 
stated, 
grs(t) = 0 at X=O, X=a 
02g y=O, Y=b 
rs 0 at X=O, X=a ;::: 
ox2 (2-18) 
02g 
rs 0 at Y=O, y::::b = 
oy2 
The strains in the x-direction and y-direction from 
the theory of elasticity (see reference 3) can be expressed 
by, 
-h L [grs(t)J ex = 2 
ox2 
(2-19) 
and 
-h L [grs(t)J 6y = 2 • 
oy2 
(2-20) 
1 '7 
i ! 
The resul t:Lng stress in the x an.cl y directions are, 
(2-21) 
and 
(2-22) 
The Transient Input 
The idealized N-wave pressure signatures, shown in 
Figure 2, can be described, 
po .P == 0 for t < 0 
K,-1---i p p ( 1 - ..!. ) for O<t < KT-1 == = 0 ,. -1 
r-71~ p 
-· 
0 for K,-1 < t (2-2.3) 
For a symmetrical N-wave, K = 2.0. 
1
.rhe generalized displacement for the forcing time era, 
t b a 
= J J J 
-c ( t - \!:,) 
rs 
0 0 0 
( 2-"-24) 
• Sin r~x Sin s~y Sin wdr( t - '}) dx dy d'} 
and for the residual time era, 
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K,- 1 b a 
-c (t-\If) 
rs 
= s J 
0 0 
(2-25) 
e Sin r~x Sin s~z Sin wdr( t - 'lt) dx dy d\JI • 
Note:~ is a dummy variable for the time integration. 
If the damping is zero, i.e., Crs ~ O, tne expressions 
are simplified and integration yields, for t.he forced time 
era; 
0 < t ~ K,-1 (2-26) 
4abP0 [ 1 - ..i. - Cos 
Sin wrst ] qrs(t) ·- 2 . 2 wrst + ' rsn lVIrswrs ,-1 ,-1 wrs 
and for the residual era: 
-- t) J 
( 2-27) 
The expressions (2-22) and (2-23) with the damping coeffi-
cient included can be integrated without an undue amount 
of labor, if they are first expanded using trigonometric 
identies. The algebraic manipulations are tedious, and it 
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does not appear to.be extremely useful to non-dimensiona1ize 
the expressionso 
The resulting integration of expressions ( 2·=22) and 
(2-2.3), yield (2-28) and (2=29)o Although the following 
expressions may not appear in their simplest form, never-
theless, they lend themselves to easy numerical computations 
on the digital computero The displacement for the time 
interval, 
0 < t ~ KT '1 
4abP0 
qrs ( t) == --2....----
rsn Mrs u:d 
(2-28) 
Sin wdrt 
Sin wdr t - 2 o;wdr Cos wdr t) ]} 
For the residual time era; 
K,-1 < t 
-a:. t 
{sin 
rK,1 qrs(t) 4ab P 0 e wdrt = 2 2 2 
rsrr Mrswdr a:. + wdr 
+ 2 wdr ] 
a:. + w~r -
20 
(2-29) 
( a:. C o s wd K 1" .1 r I 
Displacement and Stress Modal Participation 
Factors for the Transient N-wave 
21 
It is well known that the dynamic response of a multi·= 
degree of freedom system or a distributed system· can be 
described as the sum of products; (normal mode shape) X 
(corresponding dynamic response function). Furthermore, 
if the loading function is spacewise constant, then the sum 
of 
co 
I: 
i=1 
the products takes 
co 
I Contribution }: 
.i=1 L mode 
the form, 
of the i th, j thl 
J 
I. th . th - . 1 
lC 1. , ·: (1.ynam1 c :··,:::-· 
L '' z:punse func tion_j 
A quantitative examination of the contribution of the 
higher modes for the transient response of th_e panel -~o a 
N-wave is performed. The displacement and stress modal 
participation factors are computed by using the expression 
given previously. The stress modal participation factor is 
given as the relative contribution of that particular mode 
to the maximum dynamic stress to the fundamental mode for 
the transient N-wave .. The stress modal participation factor 
will not necessarily be of the same magnitude as the 
corresponding participation factor for the displacement 
response. 
Table I is a tabulation of the stress modal partici-
pation factors for the simply supported plate with a N-wave 
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of 'T = T 9 and shows di.sti.nctly why· a fun.damental mode 
assu.mpt:.Lon is a valid assumption for :ideal.izi:ng the dynBJJJ.ie 
systemo 
The contributions of the higher modes can be e.xamJ:n.ed 
in different wayso Investigators have stated that higher 
modes cannot be neglected in analysis of pa..11.el stresses ( 1 O) o 
The stress modal participation factors are admittedly higher 
than the corresponding displacement factors. Mode shapes 
such as the 3, 7 and the 3, 9 contribute as much as 3 per ce:n.t 
to the stress amplitude~ However, these two modes have a 
sign reversal and tend to cancel themselves. Analytical 
work on the transient response of a panel of a necessity has 
to be performed on the digital computer. To compute the 
displacement for a given point (:x:,y) using expressions 
(2-28) and (2-29) for a given time tis a tedious chore. 
A detailed time history would require numerous points and 
would be extremely time consuming. A convenient and 
practical method is to analyze the number of modes, .· stopping 
at even numbers, such as 3 1 3 or 5,5 or 9,9. An analysis 
of the transient response to the N-·wave and c011.sideri.1:g the 
first 25 modes, the error in the maxirrrwn displacement is 
less than 1 per cent and the corresponding rn.aximu.m stress, 
less than 3 per cent. This is for the aspect ratio (~)= ·i. 0 
and could vary somewhat for very small or very la:rge ratioso 
A difference of less than 3 per cent in the maximu1n st:r~jss 
certainly would justify a fundamental mode assurn.ption. 
DYNAJ\UC MODAL CONTRIBUTION PACtORS FOR TRANSIENT N-WAVE 
Displacement 
1 .. 0000000 
+.0020900 
=00008300 
+.0000146 
-.0000146 
-00042900 
+.0001192 
-00002330 
- .. 0000146 
- .. 0001455 
+ .. 0001162 
- .. 0000874 
+.-------
+.0000291 
+. 0_000146 
+e0000437 
-90000582 
+.0000146 
+.0000146 
-.0000146 
+.0000146 
+o-------
+.0000146 
+ • ----.. -,--
+.0000146 
Stress 
·1.0000000 
+.O"J 65000 
+.0091500 
+.0091500 
-.0027450 
~.,.0082300 
+. 01·10000 
-00000920 
=00302000 
+00283500 
+ .. 0027400 
- .. 0027400 
+.0055000 
+.0338000 
- .. 0320000 
+00009'150 
-.0018300 
+.00·18300 
-0 ·1189000 
+ .. 0027460 
-.0082400 
+ .. 0002015 
+.0001920 
+.0005315 
-·. 0004760 
Mode 
·1 , 'I 
"j '3 
1, 5 
·1, 7 
1, 9 
.3' 1 
3 '.3 3,5 
3,7 
3,9 
5, 1 
5,3 
5,5 
5,7 
5,9 
7, 1 
7,3 
7,5 
7,7 
7,9 
9, 1 
a 3 
_, ' . 9,5 
0 ,·7 
_;' I 
9,9 
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Total deviation of 25 modes as compared to fundainar;.ta1 mode 
only, b/a = 1 .. 0 
2.42% 
CHAPTER III 
ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A PANEL 
COUPLED TO THE RESONATOR 
The use of a mathematical model to predict the response 
or t~e performance of a physical system is desirable because 
of the ease and speed of obtaining results. The analog 
computer offers a means for obtaining an acourate and fast 
solution of simultaneous differential equations. The 
analog computer is also very effective for examining 
parameter changes in the mathematical model. 
The lumped parameter idealization of the system repre-
sents·. th.EL air .. in. the neck of the resonator as a mass, the 
air in the cavity volume as a spring, and the inclusion of 
a viscous dam.per associated with the energy dissipation of 
the resonator. The panel was represented in a similar 
fashion, having mass, stiffness and dam.ping. 
The dif1ferential equations derived from the lumped 
parameter system that governs the motion of the system is 
based· on the schematic diagram in Figure 4. The following 
assumptions are applicable: 
·1. The panel is represented by the contribution 
of the fundam.ent,;u mode of vibration. This 
' 
as.sumption hardly involves any e.rror in the 
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displacement-time response, but it will be shown 
later that the stress response will be in error 
by about 3 per cent when compared.to the response 
using a 25 mode contribution. 
2. Undamped, uncoupled, natural frequencies of both 
the panel and the resonator, are preserved in 
the calculation of an equivalent mass and an 
equivalent lumped parameter model is shown in 
Appendix A. 
3o The damping coefficients for the resonator(Cr) 
and for the panel (CP) used in the analysis, were 
obtained experimentally as outlined in Chapter v. 
4. The lumped parameter model serves as an adequate 
representation for describing the response of 
the system on the basis of the reduction to an 
equivalent system as demonstrated in Appendix A. 
Figure 4, Lumped Parameter Idealization of Panel 
Coupled to the Resonator 
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The differe:n.tial equations governing the motion c·f the 
system can be obtained by the use of Newton's J..awsg 
where 
= 0 
ma = mass of air in neck of resonator 
kr ·- stiffness of air in resonator 
Cr = damping of resonator 
mp= equivalent mass of panel 
kp = equivalent spring constant of plate 
CP = equivalent damping of plate 
F(t) = forcing f·unction (N-wave) .. 
(3=A) 
(.3-B) 
Expressions (3-A) and (3-B) are linearj simultaneous, 
equations which are readily solvable for both the tra:n.si.ent 
and steady state solution if the forcing function F(t) is 
of a simple form. By use of operator calculus, one can. 
obtain a closed form for the solution and solve for the 
response of' x.1 or x2 as a function of time o The solution 
of the equations (3·-A) and (3-B) when F(t) is in the form 
of a N-wave is extremely complex and time consuming. 
The analog computer is a useful tool for solving the 
differential equations if the forcing input can be gerns,rated 
electronically o Equations 3-A and 3~-B are written in standard 
form for insertion in the analog computer, by solving for 
the highest order derivative of the principal variable i.n 
each equationo The second derivative of x 1 and :x:2 are 
separated in each equation. The revised equations are; 
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(3-C) 
Scaling of the equations so the computer time was 100 
times the real time results in the following expressions~ 
-4 •• • 8 10 ·x2 = ~.0092833x2 - 4.444x2 + 184.444:x:1 
+ .009283x1 + 2.0868F(t) 
0-4·· • 8 1 x1 = -.006929x1- 50.0424x1 + 10.726 x2 
• 
+ .001179x2 • (3-·F) 
A N-·wave forcing input on the lower mass of the system 
was achieved utilizing a1?. integrator, a clock, a comparator, 
and a relay. A constant voltage was integrated as the clock 
started running at zero o This integrated voltage was eon-, 
stantly monitored by a comparator. As the voltage reached 
a preset value, set on the comparator,. the relay was 
energized cutting off the integrator and applying a step 
voltage which enabled the system to return to zero voltage.., 
The generated N-wave could be varied to any height, slope~ 
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or time duration)' within the limits of the scaled equationso 
Calculated system constants appropriate to the lumped 
parameter analysis were set on the computer, and the forcing 
function appliedo The time response of the computer model 
was observed and recorded on a x-y plotter. Displacement, 
velocity, or acceleration could be obtainedo Figure 25 
is a typical recorded trace. 
The upper portion of the mathematical two degree-of-
freedom was represented by fixed parameterso The experi-
mental objectives were to investigate primarily one panel 
configuration; thus k 1 and m1 were held constanto The 
frequency of the lower system was changed by altering the 
parameters, k2 and m2• In the experimental apparatus the 
mass of air in the resonator depended on the size of the 
neck. Plots shown in Figures 5 and 6 were obtained using 
the mass of the air in the specific neck, that was used in 
the experimentationo 
Indicial response of the two degree-of-freedom system 
is shown in Figure 5o The ratio of the frequency of the 
lower portion of system to the upper portion is not sharply 
tuned and as long as this ratio is approximately 1o2 to 1.3, 
the response of the upper mass is significanto 
The computer was then set at the values for the 
frequency ratio obtained above, ai1.d a series of N-waves were 
used to excite the lower masso The time duration of the 
N-wave was varied for each runo 
Figure 6 is a plot of the response of the mass m1 
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referenced to the static displacement, and the variation of 
the forcing period referenced to the natural period of 
the lower portiono An arbitrary parameter ,- 12 is plotted 
in Figure 6 as the horizontal axiso 
This study is not an all inclusive parametric studyo 
To completely encompass every possible variation of the 
parameters is a laborious procedure, and probably would 
not yield any more conclusive information than what was 
obtainedo The analysis was limited, in the respect that 
the size of the panel had dictated the type and size of 
resonator. The analog study produced plots of the time 
response for the various time ratios of the N-wavea The 
main contribution of the analog work to this investigation 
was the predicted time response plots of the transient 
response of the systemo This enabled an experimental veri-
fication and a comparison with the idealized model response. 
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Figure 6. 
CHAP'I1ER IV 
E~'CPERIMENrrAL APPARATUS AND TNSTRUl\l['ii:NrrATION 
.An experimental mode1 was designed and constructed to 
test the validity of the predicted panel response. 1J.1he 
model was designed to enable testing of, (a) the panel in 
a baffle and, (b) a panel in the wall of the Helmholtz. 
resonator, with a minimum amount of work in changing :from 
one configuration to the other. The size of the tesct 
resonator was dictated by the frequency of the panel o rrhe 
frequency of the resonator was varied by changing the a.epth 
of the cavity. 
Simply Supported Panel. 
A panel 9x9x0 .. 041 inches was constructed from sheet 
aluminum.. The panel was mounted on knife edges t;o ach.ieve 
the simply supported edge conditions.. Di.f:fic·u1t,y :in 
achieving absolute moment free edge conditions ocou:r:red 
when the panel was tightened to eliminate ai.:;.n leakage 
around the periphery.. The panel was moun:ted in the baffle 
in the manner illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8 ~ 1I'hs 
baffle was mounted at the termination of an aeoustie; delay 
line, which was pulsed by an electronic generating dev:ice. 
The baffle was moved a short distance from the end of t,he 
Fic;ure 7. Panel Mounting Wi th Ass ociated 
Instrumentation 
Figure 8 . Panel Mounted at Termination of 
Plane Wave Tube 
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tube, to el i minat e t he 1c,a.ding effect of the tube . This 
termination off set mi n i mized. the l oading effect on the 
driving sys t em, and caused a negl i gi ble effec t on the 
acoustic input t o t h e panel. A s emi conductor strain gauge 
mounted at the center of t he panel was used to measure the 
center strain. 
The Plane Wave Tube 
The . plane wave tube, used as the intermediate device 
in the mechanical acoustical testing apparatus, consisted 
of a 32 ft. tube of about 200 in2 cross sectional area. 
The pressures over the cross section at the end of the 
tube were uniform. The entire driving aparatus is shown 
in Figure 9. The driving device, a 12 inch loudspeaker, 
performed ade.quately in the range 80- -175 cps over which 
the tests were conductedo Transient respons e of the speaker 
prevented an exact simulation of the desired pressure pulse. 
However , simulation was close and was enhanced by its' 
excellent reproducabili t yo 
Tes t Resona.tor 
The test resonator was constructed from a tube of 
inside diameter ·11. 5 inches and wall. thickness of 'i--inch. 
Different resonator lengths were obtained by varying the 
positi on of a 0-ringed plug inside the tube as illustrated 
in Figure 10. The panel was mount ed a t the termination of 
the resonator using the same suppor t condi t i ons as were 
Figure 9. Loudspeake r Used as a Driving Unit on 32 Foot 
Plane Wave Tube v,.J 
IJl 
l 
r 
Neck 
Dia. 
Neck 
Length 
11.5 11 
Fi.g:;_re '! Oo Cross··Se.::;tional View of Plate-Resonator Coupled 
Configuration Used in Testing \_; .. ) 
CT, 
used in the baffled caseo Condenser microphones were used 
' 
at three different locations·· in the resonator to measure 
pressure magnitudes.· A photographic view of the test 
resonator showing the pressure microphones is illustrated 
in Figure 110 
Pressure Variations Inside the Test Resonator 
It. has been found that the operating frequency above 
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' which the Helmholtz resonator does no~ b'ehave as a simple 
system, should be such 'that the wave length of the incoming 
sound is sixteen times the characteristic di~ension of the 
cavity (3,21). Figure 12 a.hows a typical recorded trace of 
input and cavity pressures. 
The reason for the restriction on the wave length is to 
insure that the· higher modes are not e.xc.i tedo A wave length 
of incoming sound .two to three times the characteristic 
dimension would be cause for concern.. However 1 experimental 
results for incoming sound of wave length eight times the 
characteris,tic dimension of the cavity.showed very,little 
deviations in pressure,at various.points in the resonator. 
Figure 13 displays recordings of three pressure microphones 
located inside the resonator& The microphones were placed 
at (a) in the rear of the cavity, (b) four inches from the 
neck~ and, ''(en eight·• inches from the neck at. a 90 degree 
rotation from the microphone nearest the neck .. The, transient 
input signal for this recording was a N-wave of wave length .. 
' 
approximately eight times the largest dimension of the cavi ty6 
Figure 11. Test Reson ator Showing Pressure Microphones 
Lv 
0) 
I I 
I .l.- ---------+----
: ' 
I ' I 
0 
0.01 Sec}Division 
Figure 12. Typical Trace Showin& N-wave 
Input and Cavity Response 
. 
0 
tr. Oi s -ec/Di vision 
Figure 13. Pressure Recording s at Three 
Different Locations Inside 
the Resonator 
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Measured pressures had less than 5 per cent variationo 
The readings were compared with the referenced sensitivities 
given in Table IV, Appendix Bo 
Electronic Pulse Generating Apparatus 
The pulse generating mechanism was essentially that of 
Simpson (24) with minor modifications. ·Input frequencies 
were in the region in which the driving system responded 
well to the transient pulse. Typical traces of the 
generated pulse are displayed in Figures 14 axid 15. 
The difficulty encountered in attempting to·generate 
the N-wave pressure pulse was mainly due to the response 
of the speaker system. AN-wave can be developed by many 
methods, and poses no large pro bl.em ( 6) • Actual sonic 
boom pressure signatures can be recorded by means of a good 
magnetic tape, and can be accurate providing the frequency 
response of the recording apparatus is sufficiently good 
to preserve the low frequency signalso Difficulty arises 
when the recorded trace is affected directly by the output 
of.the generating deviceo The loudspeaker, being a second 
order system, will not respond identically to the. form of 
the transient N-waveo Second order systems must have finite 
rise time, thus creating an error in the reproduction ·Of the 
N-wave pulse. 
The pulse generating equipment and monitoring devices 
used .in. the e·xperimental work are illµstrated in Figure 16 o 
A sawtooth wave generator was used as the primary driving 
• 
-
• 
• 
0.01 Sec/Division. 
Figure 14. N-wave Pulse Generated 
at 100 cps 
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Fi gure 15. N- wave Pul se Genera ted 
at 167 cps 
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Figure 16e Block Diagram of Pulse Generating Equipment 
and Monitoring Devices 
4 ') ' , 
' -
device and its output was fed into a gating deviee which 
enabled the aperiodic N·-wave _pulse to be developed. rrhe 
shape of the N-wave was altered by means of a d-·c bias. 
Signal shape was varied to compensate for diserepancies in 
the response ·of the· loudspeaker. •rhe c.orre.ot wave form 
was achi.eved by moni to.ring the output of the loudspeaker 
wi.th a condenser microphone and altering the bias on the 
gating device~ 
· Transient pulse generation by the preceding method 
proved excellent, being both economical and repeatable. 
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The time base can be altered and monitored on the counter. 
The height of the signal can be :varied, both at the sawtooth 
generator, and at the output of the amplifier. Shaping of 
the pulse can be accomplished by the bias at the gating 
network. Elabor~te generating devices could be design::id. 
to control the output of the loudspeaker, but any ::wstem 
that is to accurately reproduce a transient signal will be 
limited by the transient response of the driving trans_ducer. 
The Strain Gauge Instrumentation 
The strain sensing device and its' associated circui tr;y 
were the most sensitive portions of the entire instrmnentation 
setup •. 
A semiconductor micro-mir.i.iature st;rain gauge was used 
as the primary sensing device .. This gauge is one of the most 
sensitive devices of this type that is manufactured~ Semi= 
_conductor gauges are distinguished from the conventional foil 
gauge principally by their high gauge factors. 1fl'he h:igher 
·the gauge factor, the greater is the possible output w:i th 
conventional strain gauge circuitry .. The gauge is fabr:i= 
cated from single-crystal silicon. It exhibited very good 
dynamic properties, thermal stability and linear per-
formance. The range over which the strains were measured 
were well below the recommended range for the gauge. 
Recorded strains at the one micro-inch/inch level are 
reliabl~ and ac.curate providing proper calibration pro-
·. . .. . 
cedure is followed. The instrumentation setup and.cali-
bration procedure are described in Appendix B. 
A tedious and tt~e·consuming procedure is necessary 
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in mounting the strain· gauge. Figure 17 illustrates the size 
of the gauge. Difficulty aris·es while attempting· to solder 
the leads to the terminals, as there is only 0.02 inch 
separating the points in which the wires must be soldered. 
A bridge amplifier meter was used in a two gauge 
configuration, with the second gauge serving as a dur.a..my 
gauge .. The amplifier provided the initial amplification 
in the circuitry. The output of the bridge was fed into a 
fixed gain ampli{ier, .and subseCJ_uently into the recording 
device. A block diagram of this arrangement is i.llus-trated 
in.Figure 18~ A digital .voltmeter was used to insure that 
the bridge remained balanced .. 
The recording device was an ultra-violet galvonometer 
recorder, with fluid damped galvanometers. Damping was 
such that overshoot to a step input was about 5 per cent .. 
t . a11 mmJ• I 
E 
Figure 17. Semiconductor Strain Gauge and Its Relative Size 
+'> 
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Figure 18. Block Diagram for Strain Gauge 
Instrumentation 
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Time responses recorded had much less overshoot. The natural 
frequency of the galvo:nometers were 1000 cps. 
The entire strain recording instrumentation performed 
well. The signal to noise ratio was good, considering the 
high amplifications used. The entire system was extremely 
sensi_tive and would reflect very slight pressure variations. 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The overall objectives of the experimental work may be 
summarized as follows: 
1. to furnish experimental results for verification 
of the strain-time response of the simply sup-
ported panel in a baffle subjected to a normal 
incidence N-wave; 
2. to obt'ain data that would give .a closer evalu~ · 
ation of the contribution of the higher modes on 
the response of the panel; 
3. to verify that the.· results obtained .on the analog 
computer for the lumped~parameter, damped, two 
degree-of-freedom model will suffice in predicting 
the response of a simply supported panel in the 
wall of a Helmholtz resonator; 
4. to compare the response of the simply supported 
panel in the baffle to that of.the panel coupled 
to the resonator. 
On the basis of previous work in this area (24), in 
which experimental verification of a lumped parameter model 
for the· transient. response of a resonator was done·, a low 
frequency·lumped para.meter description was assumed, and the 
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experimental tests were run to validate the assumption or to 
disprove the idealization. 
Determ.ining the :Modulus of Elasticity 
for the Aluminum Panel 
The edge support conditions in the experimental model 
could not be determined exactly. Therefore, properties of 
the material were determined prior to making tests for the 
natural frequency and damping measurements. 
The value for Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.33, 
This value is predominate among all the different types of 
aluminum. The extensive experimentation required to obtain 
a more accurate value than the published value was not 
warranted. Poisson's ratio does not appreciably affect 
the natural frequency of the panel since it appears in the 
denominator of the frequency expression as the quantity 
2 µ • 
The modulus of elasticity varies quite radically from 
specimen to specimen, and can range from 50 per cent less 
than the published value, to 50 per cent more than the 
published value. An ultrasonic technique was used to 
determine the modulus of elasticity of the aluminum panel 
by the measurement of the speed of propagation through the 
material. The measurement was accomplished by utilizing a 
commercial pulsing unit and two piezoelectric transducers 
constructed of lead zicronate, with frequencies 2.25 mega-
c;y-c1es. One transducer was used as a sending unit, while the 
other transducer received the pulsed signal. Initially? the 
transducers were placed together, and with the aid of an 
oscilloscope, the position of the start of the pulse was 
observed. The aluminum specimen vms placed between the 
sending and the receiving transducers, and the position of 
the delayed pulse was observed. The time delay, caused by 
the longitudinal wave propagation through the material, was 
recorded, and the velocity of propagation computed. Thick-
ness of the material was measured with a micrometer& 
The relationship V =~, where Vis the speed of 
propagation, and pis the density of the material, was used 
to calculate a value for E. The time delay was measured 
on a scale of 0.1 micro-sec/cm s,nd could be recorded to an 
accuracy of 0.1 of a cm yielding an overall accuracy of 
.01 of a micro-sec. 
Velocity was calculated at 205,000 in/sec. Density 
of the aluminmn specimen was 98~85x10-3 #/in3. This 
resulted in a value, E = 10.76x106 psi. 
The experimental value is in close agreement with the 
published value. The modulus of elasticity for aluminurn 
is generally taken as 10x106 psi. 
Natural Frequency and Damping Measurements 
Shock excitation tests were performed on the aluminum 
panel in the baffle. The tests consisted of exciting the 
panel with a transient type input and observing the residual 
free relaxat i on oscillations. The oscillations were 
recorded from the ou tput of the semiconductor gaug e 
mounted at the center of t h e panel. Figure 19 shows 
an oscillo s cope trace displaying the decay ing oscil-
lations . 
FiGure 19 . Free Vibration Trace of 
Center of Aluminwn Pane l 
The damped natural frequency was c omputed f rom the 
resp onse trace. Sweep rate of the oscillo s cop e multiplied 
by the leng th i n cm y i e l ds the damped natu ral period. The 
damped n a tura l frequency fd 9 is re l at e d t o t h e undamped 
natural frequency f 0 through the express ion fd = J 1->" 2 f 09 
where ( is the damp i n g fact or . The case in which r is 
.':-• 
small 9 fd and f 0 are practical ly equal. 
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A theoretical estimation of the fundamental frequency 
for the panel was made from the well-known expression (3,4) 
for natural frequencies of simply supported plates; 
where 
a= hor;i..zontal dimension 
b = vertical dimension 
h = thickness of panel 
E = modulus of elasticity 
p = density of panel 
µ=Poisson's ratio. 
(5-1) 
The fundamental frequency 99 cps was computed from the 
expression (5-1). Figure 19 indicates· the damped natural 
frequency is about 119 cps. The correction for C = 0.05 
yields the undamped natural frequency of 118cps. A deviation 
from the theoretical estimation was expected, but to a lesser 
degree. A closer agreement between the theoretical and the 
measured value would have occurred if the knife edges sup-
porting the aluminum panel had.been more accurate. Slight 
variations of the edges were compensated for, by tightening 
the edge frames more securely. This caused the support 
conditions to be some combination between a simply supported 
edge condition, ·and a clamped edge condition. The deviation 
in the edge conditions explains the increas~ in natural 
frequency. 
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An estimate of the damping for the system was obtained 
from the same residual free oscillation recording. An 
assumption was made that the dissipation of the energy in 
the system was mainly in the form of viscous dampingo A 
small amount of structural damping does exist, and can be 
observed in the decaying oscillation curve as the straight 
line portion; but for the most part, viscous damping was 
predominant. The logrithimic decrement method, in which 
amplitudes of succeeding peaks indicate to what degree 
viscous damping is present, was utilized in obtaining a 
value for the damping factor. A value of C = 0.05 was 
obtained. This value is not far removed from damping 
factors found in experimental measurements on large glass 
windows. A representa.tive value for of a large plate 
glass window is of the order 0.08 to 0.1. 
Contribution of the higher modes, as observed in the 
decay traces, appears to be negligible. However, the panel 
is a distributive system, and capable of being excited i.n 
an infinite number of mode shapes. The proportional affect 
of the higher modes on the fundamental natural frequency is 
unknowno Some of the deviation between the theoretical 
and measured frequency could be attributed to this phenomena. 
A similar type of test was performed on -the test 
resonator. Measurements were accomplished with pressure 
microphones and a residual pressure trace was recordedo The 
resonator was designed to insure no cavity leakage. Wherever 
a joint occurred, gaskets were used, and a rubber 11 0"=·ring 
was utili z ed in the interior slidinc baffle. 
A t ypical trace of the re s idua l c avity pressure 
oscilla tions is shown in Figure 20. This trace was 
recorded from a resonator of cavity dimensions 9 
cavity volume 960 cu. in. 9 neck diameter 7 .1 3 inche s and 
neck leng th 0. 375 inches. 
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Figure 20. Ilesidual Pressure Oscilla-
tions in Test Resonator 
The theoretical estimation of the natural fr equency 
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by expre s sion ( A- 4) 9 yields a value of 175 cps? whereas 9 
t he measure d value is about 181 cps. The agreement between 
theoretical and measured values was good. A deviation of 
only 3 to 5 cps was observed for various configurations 
that were te sted 9 ranging from 80 cps to aro~md 200 cps. 
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:I1he damp:i.ng factor was estimated for the resonato·.r in 
a similar fashion as for the almninum panel. Calculations 
for various configurations indicated. the damping factor had. 
a consistent value about Oo06o A11 tests conducted. to 
estimate the damping factor were done using a transient 
excitationo Figure 20 shows clearly the presence of only 
a single frequency, and this predominated as long as the 
input wave length was three to four times the characteristic 
dimension of the cavity, or longero 
The natural frequency and damping measurements were 
conducted for the purpose of obtaining representative 
values for use in the analog study. The study wa~ somewhat 
oriented toward a particular test configuration and the 
experimental values for the natural frequencies were a good 
check on the theoretical estimations. The damping values 
obtained experimentally were close enough to use in analyti-
cal work for predicting the transient response studies to 
follow. 
Time Response Measurements of the Simply 
Supported Panel in a Baffle 
The predicted response of the distributive system was 
validated by strain measurements on the panel& The panel was 
subjected to various N-wave pressure pulse durations and 
strain recordings were made by the use of the ssmiconductor 
gauge. The measured strain was compared to the predicted. 
straino 
Predicted responr:rn curver3 were derivecI using a straight 
line approximation to the N,,.wave pu1se. The negative 
pressure was am::rnrned to be the same ma,;1Y1i tude as the a I ~ • posi 1;1ve 
counterpartq The measured value of damping was used to 
define the damping coefficient for the panel, however 5, the 
theoretical frequencies fo:r the panel were used in the 
analysis. The transient res1)onse of the panel. was obtained 
by methods outlined in Chapter II, and subsequent numerical 
values were obtained by the use of a high speed digital 
computero 
The recording speed was limited and the response 
curves were close together and had to be spread out for a 
good comparison with the predicted values. Consequently, 
the traces had to be read and replotted on expanded time 
scales. 
Figure 21 is a typical recording of the pressure pulse 
and the strain at the center of panel. The upper trace 
represents the pressure input recorded by the condenser 
microphone and the lower trace shows the output of the 
strain gauge. Contribution of the higher modes is apparent 
in the residual era, but have little affect in the forcing 
erao A second set of hlips on the pressure channel js caused 
by reflections of the wave in the plane wave tubee Since 
the tube is 32 feet in length, the reflected signal returns 
in approximately Oo06 seconds. The pressure pulse was 
adjusted in amplitude as close as possible to O. 2 p;3f. 
Figure 22 shows a comparison between the predicted 
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strain response· and the measured strain response for a N-wave 
input of .00672 sec. durationo Amplitude agreement between 
the measured and the predicted strain response is quite good. 
There is a small phase shift in the measured response from 
the predicted responses. This shift causes the measured 
amplitudes to reach their maximum value before the predicted 
results. The phase shift can be attributed to the difference 
in the predicted natural frequencies and the measured fre-
quency. The difference in the frequency is great enough 
that an appreciable shift on the time axis is observed in 
the strain response curve. Close agreement exists between 
the amplitude of predicted strain and the amplitude of 
measured strain at the first two peaks. The measured response 
falls below the predicted values later in the response 
curve. This is due- to more damping in the system than the 
assumed value used in the analytical prediction. 
Other inherent errors could be in the delicate balancing 
of the bridge circuit used in the system. A correction 
factor to adjust the response for the change in natural 
frequency is difficult. The response is composed of the 
contribution of all the modes. These modes with their 
associated frequency determine the response of the system. 
A correction for the frequency would involve correcting for 
all the higher natural frequencies. A corresponding change 
in the geometric model or variation of the physical proper-
ties of the material would have to be made in that case. 
Figure 23 is a computed response of the center of the baffle 
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for various forcing ratios. 
Figure 24 shows a comparison b~tween the predicted 
strain and the measured strain for the panel in the baffle 
with a normal incidence N-wave. All work was performed with 
a normal incidence pressure pulseo At large values of r/T 
the sound producing system would not respond to the shape 
of a N-wave and consequently data was not taken in that 
region .. 
Time Response Measurements of the Panel 
Coupled to the Helmholtz Resonator 
Time response measurements for the panel cou1Jled to the 
resonator were performed to ascertain the validity of the 
lumped parameter tvvo degree-of-freedom model in the transient 
situation. Several response traces for the center of the 
panel are presented. Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28 display 
the time responses and show the comparison between the 
predicted s:nd measured response. 'J1his phase shift is 
discussed in the next section, and doesn't appear to affect 
the amplitude appreciably. However, maxiim1m. va1ues occur 
slightly behind the predicted maxi.mumso 
Predicted values were based on a straight line ideal--
ization of the N-wave because of the limited capability of 
the fun.ction generator in the analog study o The difference 
between the actual input and the assumed input caused the 
phase difference o Input pressure of the N-·wave was adjusted 
before each run to 0.2 psfo 
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Deflection amplitude of the panel coupled to the 
resonator was approximately 1o5 times that of the panel 
in the baffle. This case was one in which the uncoupled 
natural frequency of the resonator was slightly higher than 
that of the panel. AN-wave input of 0.006 seconds duration 
to the resonator achieved the maximum response of the panel. 
The Effect of Pulse Shape ori Maximum Response 
of a Two Degree-of-Freedom System 
One of the most important characteristics of the 
transient input to a system is the shape of the input pulse. 
Investigation (24) has shown that various pulses, like the 
square wave, with its' distinct portions of finite jll!lP, 
can cause the simple spring mass system to achieve greater 
amplitudes than transient pulses with longer rise times. 
The most significant parameter of an aperiodic function of 
given time duration is the rise time. Rise time is the time 
required for the signal to reach its' maximum value. An 
examination of the response of a two degree-of-freedom 
system will explain why a phase shift occµrred between 
the measured and the predicted response. 
The inherent problem in the experimental pulse generating 
apparatus, discussed in detail in Chapter IV, was the dis-
crepancy in the response of the sound reproduction system. 
The loudspeaker required approximately two milliseconds to 
achieve the maximur~ peak for the input of the N-wave, although 
the rise time in the electrical analog circuit was instan-
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taneous. This delay in the experimental pulse generation, 
although seemingly small, caused a distinct change in the 
system's overall response. To illustrate this effect, the 
same idealized model was investigated analytically by the 
use of the digital computer. The time response of the upper 
mass, which represents the response of the panel, was 
observed. Straight line segments were used to approximate 
the N-wave. 
Figure 29 displays the computed time response of the 
upper mass as a result of varying the rise time for four 
different variations of N-wave pulses with the same time 
duration. 
The shift in the measured data from the predicted 
results can be explained by observing the plotted responses. 
Shorter rise time caused the maximum peaks to occur quicker. 
As the rise time became longer, the response was somewhat 
slower, and the maximum points occurred at a later time. 
The maximum value on the second peak increased as the rise 
ti.me increased and caused the N-wave to resemble a skewed 
sine pulse. Thus, the maximum response was somewhat greater 
and, as predicted in the case of a simple system, the sine. 
pulse caused more response than the corresponding N-wave. 
The investigation of the damped two degree-of-freedom 
model explains the shift in the data. A concluding state-
ment can be made concerning the damping in the system. 
Measured amplitudes were less than predicted amplitudes 
which indicate that damping in·the physical model, was 
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somewhat greater than the assumed value used in the analog 
studyo This damping would cause a further shift in the 
measured response from the predicted responseo 
Prediction of Window-Room Damage Conditions 
Typical single rooms and window size configurations that 
could occur in residential dwellings are tabulated in Tables 
II and IIIo The natural frequencies of the glass windows 
were computed using the assumption of simply supported edge 
conditionso The frequency of the single room with an open 
doorway was calculated by the use of the. Helmholtz frequency 
expression (A-4, Appendix A)o 
Prediction of the worst possible configuration of a 
window coupled to a room experiencing a sonic boom type 
input is difficulto Extreme cases, that is. conditions in 
which a maximum response could be expectedi) might be 1;1·· more 
realistic evaluationo An examination of room sizes and 
window sizes that might be found in typical residential 
dwellings would lend in.sight on any changes in the design 
of structures to prevent sonic boom damageo 
The two degree-of-freedom model was shown to repre-
sent the system quite well as verified by the measured 
responses in the laboratoryo A coupling frequency for the 
idealized · . · t JK2 system ca~ be defined as f 21 = 2n Nrj" o This 
parameter was .investigated for the two degree-of-freedom 
system and was shown that for small.values of f 21 , the 
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TABLE II 
HELMHOLTZ NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF TYPICAL ROOM SIZES 
H(ft) W(f"t) L(ft) Door Opening (6 11 Deep) Natural Frequency(cps) 
8 9 12 6 ft-8 in x 3n in. 11.9 
8 9 12 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 10.3 
8 12 15 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 9.2 
8 12 18 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 8.4 
8 15 21 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 6.9 
10 12 15 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 8.2 
10 14 18 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 7.8 
10 15 21 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 6.9 
10 9 12 6 ft-8 in x 30 in. 10.6 
TABLE III 
NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF TYPICAL SIZES OF GLASS WINDOWS 
E = 1 x 107 psi, Poisson's Ratio= 0.21, 
Density= 0.0888 #/in3 
/ 
Thickness(in) a(in) b(in) f (cps) 11 f 13 (cps) 
1/16 24 24 2 1 .o 104.9 
1/16 12 12 83.9 419.9 
1/16 30 30 13.4 67.2 
1/8 60 72 5.7 24.5 
1/8 48 60 8.6 35.6 
1/8 60 60 6.7 33.7 
3/16 48 60 12.9 53.2 
3/16 60 60 10.1 50.4 
3/16 60 72 8.5 J6.5 
3/16 48 48 15.7 78.7 
1/4 48 60 17.2 70.9 
1/4 60 72 ·11.4 48.7 
1/4 72 84 8. 1 35.5 
f 31 (cps) 
104.9 
419.9 
67.2 
32.7 
50.8 
33.7 
75.9 
50.4 
48.8 
78.7 
101.2 
65. 1 
45.4 
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response of the panel mass will be large (21). This implies 
that when the quantity ~J, the stiffness of the air in the 
cavity volume, is small then the coupling frequency will also 
be small. As the value for the mass M1 increases, the 
coupling frequency decreaseso 
A large room would be one in which the stiffness of the 
air is small.a The large volume of air acts similar to a 
soft spring in the simple spring mass system. The fact 
that a large panel would cause the mass M1 to increase is 
apparento Intuitively one can associat.e a large plate 
glass window to a large room volume and the air having a 
pushing or an oscillating affect on the window when dis-
turbed. Thus, when a large window's natural frequency is 
approximately the same as the cavity natural frequency, 
adverse affects can occur during a sonic boom input of time 
duration near the natural period of the cavity. 
As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, nearly 
every conceivable structural configuration will exist in 
., . . 
practice. An examination of typical room configurations 
and their natural frequencies is shown in Table II. A 
room size of 12 feet by 18 feet with a win~ow of 48x60x1/8 
inches would be a case in which the undamped natural fre-
quencies of the window and room are approximately the same .. 
Since the room volume is quite large, the coupling frequency 
will be low .. 
The aforementioned plate glass window, when considered 
as a panel alone and subjected to a sonic boom pressure wave, 
can withstand a eonsiderable amount of overpressurea The 
simple panel stresses caused by the }Jc-wave pressure pulse 
for a peak pressure of 3 psf will be 2500 psio The 
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coupling of a tuned system 9 a cavity resonance about the 
s&ile as the window frequency, will increase the stress to 
approximately 4000 psio The working strength of glass is 
around 6000 psi with a reduction to 4000 psi for long term 
l.oadingo Approximately fifty per cent of the windows would 
be expected to break at a stress level of 6000 psio Any 
su1Jersonic aircraft flying on a day when winds are gusting, 
can possibly create a dynamic amplification that could cause 
the stress level to equal or exceed 6000 psi. If the window 
size were increased to 60x72x·1/8 and mounted in a slightly 
larger room a stress level of 54000 psi would result for the 
same conditions. 
A physical structure such as a residential dwelling 
will have a complex interaction of halls, adjoining rooms, 
and multiply connected windowso Each adjoining system of 
rooms will affect the otherso 
Since the EWnic boom pressure wave is considered by 
most people to be relatively weak when compared to the 
design wind load., intuitively, a plate glass window designed 
properly should :t:ot fail for the sonic boom overflights o 
However, structural merr;bers such as plastered ceilingsj 
windows and flexible ceilings, which in the past have not 
been load carrying members would possibly faila The cumu-· 
lative damage factor that will be induced by wind, settling, 
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and. temperature changes is a cause for concerno The push-
pull effect of the sonic boom might cause a fatigue failure 
after many cycles of overpressureo 
The analysis of sonic boom effects will have to be 
accomplished by a generalized approach rather than trying 
to treat each situation as an isolated problemo The lumped 
parameter model seems like a logical method of treatment. 
CHAPTER VI 
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND .APPLICATIONS 
TO TRANSIENT PANEL OSCILLATIONS 
The following excerpt appeared in an article in the 
Daily Oklahoman, May 18, 1964: 
"The sonic boom went off and then the glass 
just bulged out", is how a witness described the 
shattering of a large display window Sunday 
afternoon.at Kinney's Shoe Store 3718 NW 23. 
The 8 by 11-foot plate glass window popped 
out shortly after 1 p.m. The FAA said a sonic 
boom did occur at approximately the same time 
but they refused further comment until they 
have completed an investigation. 
A detailed investigation was undertaken by the author 
in conjunction with R. L. Lowery* on the factors cau,sing the 
window breakage. 
Figures 30 and 31 show a general view of the structure 
and the plate glass window that was broken. The dimensions 
of the structure were approximately 100 feet by 78 ;feet by 
13 feet. Window dimensions were 96 inches by 120 inches 
by !-inch. The window was mounted so that about !-inch of 
its periphery was clamped in the mullion. Previous history 
on the window and mullion was unknown, but it seems that 
both were in good condition prior to the breakage. 
* Associate Professor, Oklahoma State University 
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Figure JO . General View of Structure 
---1 
---1 
f' igure 31. Location of 1.Vindow Sustaining Damage 
-..J 
OJ 
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A practical and convenient assumption was made to treat 
the plate glass window as simply supported on all edges. 
This assumption leads to analytical simplicity and enables 
one to arrive at some conclusions rather quickly. Boundary 
conditions have little effect except for the lowest modes. 
Reeults of the previous stated assumptions would apply, 
approximately,, for all the higher modes, regardless of the 
e~ge conditions. 
Simply supported edge conditions imply that the.moment 
and deflection is zero at the edges of the window. This 
assumption·is.partially in error, due to the fact that the 
mullions are somewhat flexible and a small deflection will 
occur at the su:pports. A .. small amount of moment, caused by 
the clamping effect of the.mullion, will exist at the 
periphery. 
The actual pressure signature. of the sonic boom was not 
recorded at the damage location but at a test location in 
the vicinity of the structure. The recorded pressure trace 
was assumed.to be the same pressure-time history that was 
experienced by the window. A normal incidence pressUTe' wave 
cond_i tion was assumed. The normal incidence wave is the 
most severe case, and therefore, no analysis of a traveling 
pressure wave was performed. The traveling wave would be 
one in which the pressure signature would vary in the 
x-direction, y-direction, and vary with time. The exact 
pressure-time nistory was not available; and probably in 
future analysis of structural damage, the exact pressure 
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will rarely be known accurately., The assumption of a normal 
incidence N-wave is a good. en.gineering approximation to the 
problem~ 
The natural frequency of the window (the replacement) 
was determined experimentally., The experimental measure-
ment consisted of shock excitation of the window utilizing 
a differep.tial transformer as .. the sensing transducer. The 
measured frequency was approximately five cycles per 
second (Figure 32)., Measured frequency was about 20 per 
cerit higher.than the calculated, simply supported panel 
frequency of 4.,2 cycles per second. A higher frequency 
than simply supported conditions implies that the system 
would tend to be somewhat clamped at the edges., This 
is a mixed boundary conditionv rather than the assumed 
simply supported edge condition._ A physical systemwould 
seldom be found in which exact mathematical b0undary con-
ditions were satisfied.,· A compromise on edge conditions 
was required in order to obtain a satisf~~tory solution., 
Figure 33 shows the recorded sonic boom pressure 
signature, and the corresponding straight line approxi-
mation used for computational purposes., The expressions 
for the displaceni.ent, strain and stress, derived in 
Chapter II, were used to compute the time history.of 
each quantity., 
The displacement for the undamped panel in the forcing 
era is as follows: 
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Figure 33 o Corrrparir:10<· cf /\'.., :_,.,;icl J?r6.GCLU'e Signature e,nd 
Idea1izec1 Straigr~ t Line Approximation 
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Sin wrs t J • 
'T 1 wrs 
(6-1) 
(6-2) 
The strains and stresses then become (see Timoshenko, Love, 
or any reference on theory of elasticity), 
ex(x, t) -h 02 (x, y, t)J (6-3) Y, = 2 ~ [grs 
ox 
ey(x, t) ~h 02 [~rs (x, Y, t)J (6..-4) y, = 2 
oY2 
o (x, t) e [ex + ey] (6-5) Y, = 2 µ. x 1 
- µ. 
ay(x, t) e [ey + ex]. (6-6) Y, = .. 2 µ. 
1 
- µ. 
Figures 34, 35, and 36 show the plots of the computed 
time response of the center of the window for the displace-
ment, strain and stress, respectively, based on the con-
tributions of the first 25 modeso The curves represent an 
undamped system. Damping was present and can be observed in 
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the free vibration decay curve of Figure 32. 1rhe damping 
factor for the window, computed from the free vibration 
curve was about 0.08. The plotted curves represent a 
limiting value for the displacement, strain and stress, 
as the inclusion of damping will reduce the amplitude. 
The effect of the higher modes is displayed in 
Figure 37. A plot is shown of the stress-time response, 
considering the contribution of the first 25 modes, and 
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one in which only the fundamental mode contribution is 
considered. The difference in the maximum stress between 
the first mode contribution and the inclusion of the first 
25 modes is less than three per cent. Inherent error in 
the unknown edge conditions could be expected to cause more 
than the deviated three per cent error. 
Figure 38 is a plot of the stress amplitude at the 
center of the window for various ratios of N-wave forcing 
durations to the natural period of the window. A dashed 
line to the curve shows the maximum central stress for the 
input pressure signature recorded for the specific flight 
in which the window was broken. The stress curve is plotted 
for the peak pressure of 1.65 pounds per square foot. The 
value for the maximum stress was somewhat less than the 
maximum that could have occurred at the corresponding peak 
pressure input if the forcing duration had been tuned to 
the period of the panel. AN-wave input duration of 0.190 
seconds would have resulted in a 40 per cent higher stress 
amplitude for the same input pressure. 
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Lumped Mass Representation 
,J ) 
A lumped mass representation of the physical structure 
was utilized to enable a comparison between the response of 
the panel in the baffle and the lumped parameter system. 
The floor plan of the physical structure and a lump parameter 
idealization of the system is illustrated in Figure 39. 
The static deflection of the mass M1 of the lumped 
system. ·is calculated from the expression: 
This deflection is due to a static load of 1.65 psf on the 
equivalent lumped mass system. The parameters, K1 and K2 
were arrived at by the method given in Appendix A~ Figure 40 
is a normalized maximum response curve extracted from 
reference 28. This plot, showing the response of a simple 
undamped oscillator, enables. a comparison to be made between 
lumped mass analysis and diEJtributive analysis. The ratio 
; = 0.675 is shown on the graph as a dashed line. 
This input would result in a maximum response ratio of 
1.8. The maximum dynamic deflection for the input is 
Xm = 1.8(Xst) = 1.8(0.276) = 0.5 inches. 
The absolute maximum form the same figure, for the assumed 
idealized model, would be 2.1(0.276) = 0.58 inches. This 
maximum displacement is somewhat less than the computed 
displacement (0.74; Figure 26) by distributive analysis 
of the panel. 
Figure 39. Floor Plan of Structure and Idealized Lumped 
Parameter Representation 
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Conclusions on the.Failure of the Window 
In the entire analysis of the Kinney Shoe Store window, 
there were no stress levels computed which exceeded or 
approached the working stress of common glass (6,000 psi). 
The failure stress of !-inch plate glass is given by 
a statistical distribution. A normal -distribution curve was 
assumed for a group of specimens that have been tested 
under the same conditions, the. average breaking strength 
will occur around 6,000 psi (18). The value of working 
stress will vary with the different constituent ratios in 
the glass. 
A reduction to about one half the value will occur for 
long term loading because the material is highly sensitive 
to strain rate. 
A stress amplitude of 1127 psi would cause.failure in 
a very small percentage of cases. The stress amplitude is 
well below the average on the.distribution curve. However, 
since this isolated j_ncident was the only reported failure 
of this particular.size of window, it may well have been 
that failure occurred because the glass was .. faul ty. Other. 
intangible factors, as stress· risers in tho form of scratches, 
or nicks in the surface of the glass, could have been con-
tributing factors. 
Glass' windows can experience· stress levels near the 
fracture point if the thickness is small and pressures are 
large. For certain sizes of windows, the natural period of 
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the window·will be in the. right proportion<;= 1) with the 
forcing period for maximum response. Stress levels in this 
case will be much higher than for other sizes. The tuning 
effect, coupled with focusing effects such reflections of 
the wave from structures in the area or unknown stress risers 
in the material, can cause large stress amplitudes which may 
result in the failure of many windowso 
A conjecture can be formed in the case of a hypothetical 
supersonic .transport aircraft. A far-field pressure 
signature o.f about O • .3 seconds duration would not be un-
reasonable o The time duration of the forcing transient 
implies that peak structural response will occur at about 
3.3 cps. A dynamic amplification factor of 2.5 would 
be realistic~ It was _shown in Chapter V, that a slower 
rise time caused the peak ratio to increase slightly. over 
the normal N-wave. Sonic booms in the order of 2 to 2.5 psf 
might well occur for an aircraft traveling at a speed of 
3.0 mach. This pressure, coupled with the dynamic ampli-
fication factor, would yield a maximum pressure of 6.25 psf. 
A recent publication by Pittsburg Plate Glass Company 
(18) shows a plate window 96x120xi inches would be approved 
for a ·14 psf with a safety factor of 4.2. This safe~y 
factor would state, using a statistical probability table 
from the same article (18), that about 1.3 windows would 
"probably".fail, out of 1,000 specimens. 
The need for the understanding of the effects of sonic 
booms on structural elements cannot be overemphasized. 
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With the development of a supersonic transpcrt, sonic booms 
will be a frequent occurrence over the entire country side. 
Marginal structural elements, such as plaster ceilings, 
windows, and framing members will be subjected-to severe 
overpressures. Attention will have to be diverted to the 
structural design of these elements to avoid failures in 
this new loading environment • 
.Any useful response analysis of a complex structure 
will necessitate an idealization of an equivalent mathe-
matical model for the systemo .Analysis of distributed 
complex structures with hallways, windows, flexible ceilings, 
multi-story dwellings, and odd geometric configurations 
are extremely difficult and somewhat specific. The time 
required to obtain an exact solution for a specific 
configuration is probably not worth the effort. The time 
could be Well spent in developing general design methods 
applicable to an entire group or type of problems. 
In the analysis of the window failure, various con-
tributing factors were ignored in the one degree-of-freedom 
idealization of the system. The ceiling and the pressure 
oscillations which were created by the ceiling pumping the 
air in the room could have been a contributing factor. 
Al though there were eight windows of approximately ·the 
same size in the store front, only one window failed. 
There was no apparent explanation why others didn't break. 
Each window was vibrating after the boom passed and was 
oscillating at a different phase. Phase difference could 
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be a contributing factor. Thus it is easy to conclude that 
there is no exact method of analyzing the response of complex 
structures and stating precisely what occurred in the failure 
of a window to a .sonic boom. 
CH.APTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOlVIlVIENDATIONS 
The lumped parameter representation of the panel cou~led 
.!, 
to the Helmholtz resonator served as a good predictor for 
the panel response~ Experimental results obtained from a 
simply supported panel indicated that panel response can be 
greater when coupled to the resonator than in the baffled 
case alone. 
The increase in panel response when the resonator 
natural frequency is approximately the same as the panel 
natural frequency is cause for concerno Physical structures 
can exist in which this situation might be very pronounced. 
The analog computer was utilized to obtain response 
plots for the lumped parameter analysis and the digital 
computer was used in the distributive analysis. 
Distributive analysis of panel response is limited in 
its' usefulness toward complex physical systemso The 
coupling and interaction of walls, flexible ceilings and 
windows will necessitate a general analysis and a prediction 
of the response by a lumped parameter model.,. 
The difficulties encountered in the investigation were 
mainly of an instrumentation natureo The pulse generating 
apparatus was adequate but lacked the quality required for 
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excellent results. Knife edges supporting the panel should 
be ground rather than milled in future work in this area. 
The following specific conclusions are given as a result of 
this investigation: 
1. The lumped parameter model for the. two degree-
of-freedom system of a panel coupled to the 
resonator allows reasonably good prediction 
of the dynamic response of the panel. The 
model can be .. extended to encompass more com-
plicated systems such as multiple-connected 
windows, two interconnected cavities, etc. 
2. The duration of the N-wave to the natural 
period of the panel has a marked. affect on 
panel response. When this ratio is approxi-
mately one, amplification ratios for a 
lightly damped system are of the order 2.0. 
3. Consideration of the contribution of the 
fundamental mode only is deemed adequate for 
prediction of panel response to sonic booms. 
4. A magnification factor of 2.6 can occur when 
a panel is coupled to an acoustic resonator 
having a natural frequency close to that of 
the panel. 
5. In the case of ·the panel coupled to the reso-,. 
nator, the time duration of the N-wave is of 
less importance than. in the case of the 
baffled panel alone. 
6. Intangible factors, such as internal panel 
defects, support imperfections, state of 
disrepair, etc., are important and must be 
considered in the overall analysis and 
prediction of damage due to sonic booms. 
7. External damping material reduces the 
amplitude of the panel in all cases. 
A damper type of window mounting could help 
resist sonic boom damage. 
8. The rise time of a transient pulse for a 
given time duration is the parameter which 
is most influential on the magnitude and 
location of the peak response. 
Recommendations 
The following areas appear to offer scope for further 
work:· 
1. Identification of the lu.mped parameters and 
application of the lumped parameter theory 
to a resid~ntial dwelling. Parameters, such 
· as hallway dimensions, door openings, and 
room size need to be described in terms of 
masses and springs in lumped systems, and 
the results verified by measurements with a 
sonic boom input. 
2. .An investigation of the neck correction 
factors for multiple degree-of-freedom.system 
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of resonators. These correction factors 
will enable better predictions of the 
parameters in a complicated structure. 
3. The area of fatigue of metal fasteners and 
the de.velopment of improved methods of 
fastening wall board, plaster, and other 
materials. Repeated sonic boom pressure 
waves for an extended period of time can 
cause conventional fasteners to v.ibrate 
loose. Fatigue is associated with 
repetitive type loading and will eventu-
ally have to be considered in predicting 
the finite life of items subjected to the 
sonic boom overpressures. 
4. The interaction of structural elements such 
as ceilings and windows or multiple-
connected windows to transient type inputs. 
5. Construction of a full size test facility in 
which a resonator effect coupled to various 
sizes of panels can be investigated. Sizes 
of openings, windows and interconnection of 
cavities could be altered to achieve maximum 
pressure and maximum response conditions. 
6. Investigation of cavity response, in which the 
input pressure wave length is of the same 
order of magnitude as the cavity dimensions. 
Sonic booms can have wave lengths in the 
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vicinity of 175 to 200 feet. Large auditoriums, 
train terminals and air terminals will have 
dimensions near this fundamental wave length. 
Lumped parameter representation for a resonator 
response has been applied with the limitation 
that the wave length of the incoming sound 
be large compared to the cavity dimensions. 
Experimental results show that·this is not 
extremely important as long as the wave length 
is three to. four times as large. What effect 
will the long wave have on pressure oscillations 
in large rooms? Will standing waves be excited 
that will adversely affect the response of large 
windows coupled to the structure? 
7. Investigation of the maximum amplitude of a 
damped single degree-of-freedom system for a 
decaying sinusoidal forcing input. Enclosures 
which are lightly damped can have oscillations 
for many cycles (40). 
Preliminary investigation showed in the case of the 
lightly damped system ( {; = 0.05) with a damped sinusoidal 
input (cF = 0.05), an amplification factor of 3.6. The 
forcing period was the sarfie as the natural period of the 
syst_em. 
Th'e assumption. of' a decaying type input to the ·simple 
system uncoupled the system and changes the amplification 
ratio. However, the response to the damped sine input 
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should define a limiting value for the amplifica4ion ratio. 
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APPENDIX A 
LUMPED MASS CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SYSTEM 
Helmholtz Resonator 
A suitable mathematical model to represent the Helmholtz 
re.senator, whether it be electrical or .mechanical analog, 
will be ~ependent on the frequency of the input sound. If 
the wavelength of the pressure input is o·f sufficient length, 
then the assumption that the pressure inside the cavity 
volume is uniform is adequate. This implies that there is 
no change in kinetic energy in the cavity volume itself. 
The cavity volume then acts as a spring and absorbs and 
relinquishes potential $nergy. Previous investigators have 
stated the following assumptions for the lumped parameter 
system representing the Helmholtz Resonator (20): 
1. Input wavelength is long in comparison with 
the largest dimensions of the cavity. This 
restriction on the forcing input insures that 
standing waves in the cavity volume and in the 
neck of the cavity are not excited. 
2. Adiabatic compression occurs within the cavity 
volume. This condition merely implies that the 
wave propagation is so rapid that temperature 
"i05 
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changes are unimportm1.t. 
3. The cavity volum.e of air has compression with-
out acceleration. 
4. The air contained in the neck of the resonator 
has acceleration without compression. 
Thus, the air in the neck behaves as a mass, while the 
air in the cavity volume acts like a spring. 
P(O 
.. 
1-L 
Figure 41. Simple Helmholtz Resonator and Equivalent 
Lumped Parameter System 
If represents the displacement of the air in the neck, 
as shown in Figure 41 , and utilizing the mathematical 
expression for adiabatic compression: 
1 
PVY = C, (A-1) 
the differential equation of motion can be obtained in a 
straight forward manner (3), 
+ 
where 
p0 is density of air, 
Le is an effective length of the neck. 
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(A-2) 
Using a volumetric displacement, X = AX and replacing 
p0 y by its' equivalent, p 0 c2 , the differential equation 
takes the form of, 
and the natural frequency of the system then becomes 
c IA 
f o = 'lrr J VL e O 
This equation was used to compute the frequency using a 
correction factor for the length of the neck as 
Le= L + 1.57 (r) where r is the radius of the neck (3). 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
The expression is a good prediction for the natural frequency 
and as stated previously, measured values agreed quite well 
with the predicted values. 
Con::::idoration of an Bquivalent Lumped System 
for the Simply Supported Panel 
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Figure 42. 'Simply Supported Uniform Load Configuration 
For a uniform loaded, simply supported plate, the well-
known expression for the deflection is given by (28), 
~ (x, y) = ClO I; 
r=1,3,5 
ClO ), 
s=1,3,5 rs 
Sin rrrx Sin .§.11Y_ 
""a b 
2 2 · 2 
r s 
~ + b2 
• 
Cos (wt - y) • (A-6) 
If one considers only the fundamental mode, i.e., when r=1, 
s=1, this states that all points on the panel are moving in 
phase with each other and the expression for the displace-
ment reduces to 
TIX 
.g = '7 Sin --no a S . 1Ll in b , 
where .g0 is the central displacement. 11he velocity is 
obtained by differentiating .g; 
• 
.g = g Sin I!.! Sin fil 
o a b' 
• 
where .g 0 is the central velocity of the panel. 
The kinetic ener6'J,'" of the plate T in terms of the 
deflection .g is given by 
m,:2 h 
b a .2 2 2 T 1. J J p-Ero Sin .ms Sin .!!l dxdy = -2- = 2 b ii a 0 0 
1 r <:,bli] • 2 n (_., .t..!.. J_ ..... :·~: . Lu 4' 't:10 
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(A-7) 
(A.-8) 
(A-9) 
(A-9a) 
Therefore, the equivalent mass or the mass constant 
considering only the fundamental mode, is one-fourth of the 
total mass of the plate. This mass, sometimes is expressed 
as the so called generalized mass: and is usually obtained 
by using the relation, 
M=mJ 
A 
2 
cp ( x ,y) dA (A-10) 
where cp (x,y) is the mode shape and mis the actual mass of 
· the plate •. 
The potential energy of the simply supported plate with 
a uniform load is obtained in a straight forward manner: 
Considering the fundamental mode O;r' r=1, s=1 
then the potential energy U is obtained b;y jnto 
expression, 
a ~ b 
u = s O J S Q S . TTX o in a 
0 
Sin~ dx dy d~. 
0 0 
Defining constants, 
and 
·16 
K1 -- n(i.D(··12+·-,~2·)2-
a b 
the potential energy is obtained by integration: 
~ b a 
'1_ u (' 0 s J Sin l!2S Sin .ni dx dy d-w = j K1 a b 0 0 0 
g 2 
u 4ab 0 = 
n2K1 T' 
u l. [(a2 + b2) 2] il 2 = -tr 
a3b3 
e 0 
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(A-11) 
(A-12) 
(A-13) 
(A-14) 
( i\"-1 /j.,!) 
,!- -~ . ~~,., 
(A-14b) 
The equivalent spring constant as derived in terms 
of the central deflection is 
• (A-15) 
A check on the natural frequency of the plate is made 
by the expression, 
1 1 1 
fo = 1 Ii! 2n meq (A-15a) 
resulting in, 
f nh J E · ( 1 1 ) = T 12 p (1 ' -+- • 0 
- µ-) a2 b2 (A-16) 
This expression above is the same expression for the funda-
mental frequency by Timoshenko (28) using the theory of 
elasticity. 
Then the equivalent lumped parameter model to describe 
the distributed system will take the equivalent spring 
constant, and the equivalent mass as obtained in.expressions 
(A-9a) and (A-15) above. This equivalent method will reduce 
the distributed system to the lumped system with the 
following implications: 
1. A preservation of the natural frequency; the 
lumped parameter system will have· the same 
natural frequency as the fundamental natural 
frequency of the distributed system. 
2. The equivalent was obtained in terms of central 
velocity and central deflection, therefore, a 
center point of the panel should correspond to 
the same displacement of the luraped mass 
·system. 
APPENDIX B 
LIST OF MAJOR INSTRUMENTATION AND CALIBRATIONS 
Calibrations 
Three factory-calibrated Altec microphones, a Tektronic 
oscilloscope,. and a semiconductor strain gauge with an 
optic galvonometer type recorder, were the main devices used 
in obtaining the measurements. The calibration curves for 
the microphones showed a flat response from 20 to 4000 
cycles per second. The sensitivity of the microphones are 
..-54.5 db (reference being 1 volt per dyne per centimeter), 
this.corresponding to 1.095 ;pounds per square foot per 
volto A very slight difference in the microphones was 
observed and is tabulated in Table IV. The reference 
sensitivity of the microphone vvas taken as 1.1 psi/volt 
because of the inherent difficulty in reading the oscillo-
scope to a high accuracy. 
The balancing and calibration of the semiconductor 
strain gauge was extremely tedious. The semiconductor 
strain gauge j_s a highl;y Densi ti ve gauge with a gauge 
factor of 115. The gauge factor is given as 
GF L\R 
= 7R 
! 12 
(B-1) 
where 
lffi is the change in resistance of the gauge, 
R is the resistance of the gauge, 
e is the strain ( in/in)o 
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A.high gauge factor will cause the gauge to output a 
large change in resistance for a small amount of strain. 
Ideally, calibrat;i.on of the strain gauge would consist 
of. introducing an accurately known pressure on the plate 
and observe the response. This type of calibration could 
not be realized in this experimental work because of the 
nature of the transducer and the unknown boundary conditions.· 
The gauge was bonded to the test item for the simple reason 
that the strains were unknown. Once the strain gauge was 
bonded, it could not be transferred to a known strain 
situation for calibration purposes. If the gauge factor 
and the gauge resistance ·is known, the system can be 
calibrated without a direct strain reading. This method 
was used since the gauge manufacturer provided the gauge 
factor and gauge resistance within a tolerance of+ 1 
percent. 
• The calibration method consists of determining the 
system's response to the introduction of a small resistance 
change and calculating an equivalent strain from it. The 
change in resistance is done by shunting a high-value 
precision resistance across the gauge. This change was 
accomplished by the use of a manual calibration lrn.ob pro-
vided on the bridge amplifier meter. The bridge was 
TABLE IV 
MICROPHONE SENSITIVITY COM:PARISONS 
Frequency (cps) 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
2 Micro hone 
· · 1 Microphone 
1.02 
1.06 
1.07 
1.00 
1.07 
1.06 
1.05 
1.07 
1.09 
1.07 
1.08 · 
1.09 
1.05 
1.03 
1.07 
1 • 1 1 
1.03 
1.03 
1.04 
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1.00 
1.02 
1.05 
.98 
1.04 
1.01 
1.02 
1.04 
1.06 
1.03 
1.08 
1.03 
1.06 
1.00 
1.02 
1.07 
1 .03 
1.03 
1.00 
#1 Microphone (Ser;i.al No. 3892) #2 Microphone (Serial No. 
#3 Microphone (Serial No. None) 3854) 
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balanced prj_or to the shvnting process 1 and was accomplished 
with the aid of a digital voltmeter • .Accuracy of balancing 
the bridge was critical, aJ.1.d could not be balanced by the 
meter on the commercial amplifier ~mit itself. The 
balancing of the bridge was accomplished with the entire 
detection, amplification and recording devices connected on 
line. This was done to insure no loading affect would alter 
the balancing. The manual calibration switch was depressed 
and released about six to eight times a second and the output 
of the bridge was noted on the. digital voltmeter to be 51 Iv.IV o 
This output was placed in the detection and recording system, 
by substituting an oscillator at the specified voltage and 
frequency through the fixed gain amplifier, and subsequently 
placed into the optic recorder, in which the signal was 
recorded. A calibration factor was then determined in terms 
of micro-in/in per inch deflection on the recorder. 
The calibration of the differential transformer used 
in measuring deflections at the center of the plate, was 
accomplished by a direct method. The differential trans-
former was placed on a vibrator at a known amplitude and 
the displacement and the phase shift was observed on an 
oscilloscope for the frequency range in consideration. 
Table V shows the output of the transformer and phase 
difference over the frequency range. 
Figure 43 shows the filtered and unfiltered trace of 
the differential transformer displaying the carrier 
frequency on the unfiltered trace. 
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TABLE V 
DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFOill/IER CALIBRATION 
Frequency(cps) Output(mv) Phase Anc;le( 0 ) Displacement(in) 
80 115 
90 1 1 5 
100 115 
110 1 1 5 
120 113 
125 110 
130 110 
140 105 
Fi L.,ure 43. 
mv 28.8° .004 
mv 32.4° .004 
mv 36° .004 
mv 39°5° .004 
mv 43 .2° .004 
mv 45° .004 
mv 47 .5° .004 
mv 49 . 8° .004 
Differential Transformer 
Cutput Throuch Band Pass 
Filte~ Lower Cutoff 2cps 
- Upper Cutoff 900 cp s 
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The scope calibration and linearity of the traces were 
so close that no discernible error could be visually 
detected. The sensitivities of the two be~ns were identical. 
'.l1here was no discernible difference in the linearity or 
;:;on:::Ji tivi ties of the two beams. 
Instrumentation 
Microphone System---Model 21BR150 Condenser Microphone, 
· Serial No. 3854; 165 Base; Model 526B 
Power Supply, Serial No. 608; Manu-
facturer; Altec Lansing Corporation. 
cronhone System---Model 21BR150 Condenser Microphone 1 
Serial No. 3892; 165 A Base; Model 526B 
Power Supply, Serial No. 606; Manu-
facturer; Altec Lansing Corporation. 
Microphone System---Model 21BR150 Condenser Microphone, 
Serial No. None; 165 A Base; Model 526B 
Power Supply, Serial No. None; lVIanu-
facturer; Altec Lansing Corporation. 
Dual Beam Oscilloscope---Model 502; Manufacturer; Tektronix; 
Serial No. 022893. 
Tone Burst Generator---Type 1396-A; Manufacturer; General 
Radio Company; Serial No. 354. 
Power Arnplifier---lVlodel MC 75; Manufacturer; Mcintosh. 
Dual Beam Oscilloscope---11/Iodel 322; Manufacturer; DuMont 
Laboratories, Inc.; Serial No. 9X78. 
Strain Gauge Amplifier---IVIodel BM1-·1; NJanufacturer; Ellis 
Associates; Serial No. 2076~ 
Fixed Gain Amplifie:c-,.., ..... r.1::ode1 450 A; T!Ianufacturer; Hewlett 
Packard; Serial No. 010·-05479. 
Oscilloscope Camera---Model 3620; Manufacturer; Analab; 
Serial No. 246; Periscope; Model 3600; 
Manufacturer; Analab; Serial No. 109. 
Recording Oscillograph---Model 5-124; J\/Ianufacturer; 
Consolidated Electrodynamics 
Corporation; Serial No. 6307~ 
Linear Differential Transformer---Model 70 CDT-050; Manu-
facturer; Sanborn; Serial No. EG. 
Band Pass Filter---.Model 330 M; Mp.11ufacturer; Krohn-Hite; 
Serial No. 2959, .2cps - 20 KC. 
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Strain Gauge---Type PAI-05-120; Semiconductor; Manufacturer; 
Micro-Systems, Inc. 
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